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Be advised – it’s even hokier than it looks         Source: The United Artists Story 

 

 

Leonard Maltin’s Movie and Video Guide 
1996 review: 
 
“Presley and family move to Southern 

Florida where they intend to homestead, 
despite all opposition.  Easy-going comedy 
based on Richard Powell's book "Pioneer 
Go Home”.  Elvis sings "Home Is Where 
The Heart Is” and "On Top Of Old 

Smokey”!  Shot in Panavision.  **1/2 ” 

 

Speelfilm Encyclopedie review – a truncated 
translation of the above 
 
 
Halliwell’s Film Guide review: 
 
“A wandering family sets up house on a 

Florida beach.  Tiresomely cute comedy 
vehicle for a resistible star. ” 
 
 

Follow That Dream  



Movies on TV and Videocassette 1988-89 
review: 
 
“Strictly for Presley fans!  He sings, drawls, and 
gets into plenty of trouble in this comedy about 
a group of hillbilly homesteaders who settle in a 
small Florida town which turns into a fairly 
thriving community.  **1/2 ” 
 
 
The Sunday Times Guide to Movies on 
Television review: 
 
“The best Elvis Presley vehicle – though 

that's not saying much.  He's a country 
hick moving to Florida in order to 
homestead, and he beats the slickers at 
their own game;  Director Gordon 

Douglas.  ” 

 
 

TV Times Film & Video Guide 1995 review: 
 
“One of Elvis Presley's brightest films, this 

is an amusing comedy about a family of 

hillbillies.  Tuneful songs, too.  *** ” 

 
 
The United Artists Story review: 
 
“Elvis Presley played a member of a 

roving family of hillbillies claiming 
squatters rights on an abandoned house in 
Florida

1
.  But whatever the locale, studio 

or role Elvis found himself in, he was the 
same unspoiled singin' and guitar playin' 
Tennessee country boy.  The cutesy 
screenplay by Charles Lederer (from the 
novel "Pioneer Go Home” by Richard 
Powell) told of how Elvis, his pa (Arthur 
O'Connell) and three unofficially adopted 
kids (Pam Ogles and twins Gavin and 
Robert Koon) face eviction by a couple of 
gangsters (Jack Kruschen and Simon 
Oakland) and the State Welfare 
superintendent (Joanna Moore).  The rock 
star sang five instantly forgettable songs to 
the delight of his girlfriend (Anne Helm) 
and his fans.  The David Weisbart 
production in Panavision and De Luxe 
Color, directed by Gordon Douglas, was 

equally unmemorable. ” 
 
 
Variety Movie Guide 1993 review: 
 

                                                           
1
 Actually a strip of undeveloped Florida beach 

“ "FOLLOW THAT DREAM” is a kind of 
second cinematic cousin to "TAMMY” with 
Elvis Presley as the hinterland's answer to 
the supposed advantages of formal 
booklarnin'.  Scenarist Charles Lederer 
has constructed several highly amusing 
scenes in tailoring Richard Powell's novel, 
"Pioneer Go Home” to fit the specifications 
of the screen.  There are lags and lapses 
in the picture, to be sure, but, by Presley 
pix standards, it's above average.  Presley 
portrays what amounts to a cross between 
Li'l Abner and a male counterpart of 
Tammy, a sort of number one son in a 
makeshift, itinerant brood of Real McCoy 
types who plant themselves on a strip of 
unclaimed Florida beach and proceed to 
play homesteaders whilst befuddled 
officials of city and state, welfare workers 
and thugs haplessly attempt to unsquat 

them from their profitable perch.” 
 
 
Video Movie Guide 1993 review: 
 
“Elvis is almost too sweet as the naïve 

hillbilly who, along with his family, moves 
to a Florida beach.  Some laughs result 
from their inability to fit in and the 
reactions of the local folk to them.  The 
story is based on Richard Powell's novel 
"Pioneer Go Home”.  Unrated, but 
contains no objectionable material

2
  

***1/2” 

 
 
[no listing in "The Critics’ Film Guide", 
"The Good Film and Video Guide", "Rating 
the Movies (1990)", "The Time Out Film 
Guide" or "The Virgin Film Guide"] 
 
 

Radio Times review: 
 
“An easy-going musical drama, with Elvis 
Presley cast as a wide-eyed country boy.  This 
was not actually intended as a vehicle for Elvis, 
but it benefits from Presley’s gentle, laid-back 
performance as the unsophisticated young 
hillbilly.  *** ” 
 
“Musical drama starring Elvis Presley.  Toby 
Kwimper heads for Florida to help defend his 
family against a gang of thugs3.  *** ” 

                                                           
2
 Surely a matter of opinion, thank you 

3
 A misleading and wholly inaccurate summary of the 

film – the writer obviously hadn’t seen it. 



 
 
Don’t waste any time on this.  From the archive’s point of view its interest is negligible, and it’s 
surely the kind of film that had even diehard fans squirming with discomfort. The dumb title 
conceals an even dumber storyline, with the supposedly neat idea of making Presley’s 
character …well, dumb.  “The I.Q. of a grasshopper”, as one observer in the film puts it. 
 
It worked for "The Beverley Hillbillies" of course, but then who would have cast Elvis as 
Jethro Clampett?  If it was the mysterious Colonel Parker's idea that Presley should sign a 
studio film contract without script approval, then he wasn't the shrewd cookie posterity has 
deemed him.  And if script approval was given, then Presley himself was to blame for wasting 
his time on a series of cornball vehicles that were calamitous almost without exception.  The 
studio, in its own conceit, decided to “reshape” the sultry sexy wrong-side-of-the-tracks kid 
into a kind of Doris Day with heavier eyebrows.  It has to be some testament to Elvis' 
charisma that his career and reputation survived Hollywood's best efforts to recast him as the 
kind of youth who didn't make fathers of teenage daughters reach for their shotguns. 
 
Two minutes into the film and the family car has run out of gas on a stretch of virgin coastal 
highway, just about to be opened by Florida’s governor.  Along comes an officious highway 
supervisor who attempts to give the family the bum’s rush, at which Pop Kwimper (Arthur 
O’Connell) digs in his heels and claims homesteader rights on the adjacent stretch of beach.  
The law states that any stretch of unclaimed public land may be “homesteaded” if the 
occupants can raise a roof there and remain in occupation for six months.  This Pop elects to 
do, for no discernible reason other than to annoy the highway supervisor.  His family consists 
of son Toby (the one with the grasshopper I.Q.) and a small gaggle of waifs and strays – 
Holly, 19 (Anne Helm) who has been living with them since she was 13, twins Teddy and 
Eddy (Gavin & Robert Koon), described as “fifth cousins or something”, and orphaned 
Ariadne, 3 (Pam Ogles).  The twins have scarcely five lines between them in the entire film, 
while Ariadne seems to have been buried someplace about the beach, and only resurfaces 
mysteriously for the courtroom finale.  The custody battle that serves for the climax is the only 
reason this film qualifies for mention at all, because the younger children are off camera for 
the most part. 
 
Prompted by Holly (who has a secret yen for him, natch), Toby sets up a small fishing 
business on the beach, and even obtains an unsecured bank loan of $2000 to expand this 
scheme (after being mistaken at first for a hold-up artist).  One day another trailer arrives on 
the beach. This proves to be a mobile casino operated by some low-rent Mafia types. The 
guileless Toby, in attempting to be neighbourly, lets slip that the local and state police have 
no jurisdiction on the beach as yet, but this will change once Pop can stake a claim to his 
“homestead”.  The hoods recognise a license to print money, and when their attempts to bribe 
the Kwimpers to move on prove futile, they try to muscle them out.  Dismayed by the all-night 
ruckus from these new neighbours, the local  community – towhit Pop’s family – appoint their 
own Sheriff – towhit Toby – to maintain the peace.  Toby still hasn’t the first inkling what the 
hoods are about, thinking their gaming tables to be “pool tables without pockets” and he 
gently suggests they curtail their partying activities at 11p.m.  Even when they try to rough 
him up, by “demonstrating” the sorts of unpleasantness a deputy might encounter, Toby is 
distressed when he flattens them with his Navy-learnt Judo.  So the gangsters decide to call 
in the heavy mob to dispose of their new addle-pated deputy. 
 
While this is happening, a local “welfare officer” – read obnoxious social worker – (Joanna 
Moore) has been recruited by the highway officer to help evict the squatters.  “They sound 
half-hillbilly, half-hobo to me!” she quips.  “With a tincture of Bowery bum, and possibly wino” 
he replies.  As soon as she claps eyes on Toby’s glistening pectorals she tries to put the 
moves on the simple country boy, to Polly’s jealous rage.  A confirmed bachelor he, however, 
and when he spurns her advances she has the younger children seized by the “child welfare” 
authorities (so-called).  But before the hand-on-heart custody hearing (which we all know Pop 
and Toby are gonna win) there are those hired killers to be reckoned with.   
 
 
 



 
 
Toby mistakes them for drunks on a hunting expedition, outwits them at every turn and sends 
them packing.  The hoods who had hired them now attempt to blow up the family’s beach-
shack homestead, but the bomb is helpfully brought back to them by Polly and blows up their 
mobile casino instead. Growing alarmed at Toby’s steely cunning, so artfully concealed 
beneath the mask of dim-wittedness, they high-tail it back to the safer surroundings of Las 
Vegas or Chicago.  So then there’s the courtroom hearing, and the judge inevitably siding 
with honest John Toby against perfidious social worker Moore, and the inevitable final 
blooming of romance between Toby and Polly.  The audience limp home, nursing their 
bruised and battered Elvis fixations.  
 
Did you know Elvis could sing, by the way?  Well he does actually, four or five bland and 
forgettable numbers that might just as well have been written for Bing Crosby, artlessly shoe-
horned into the film at regular intervals, with Presley miming indifferently to pre-recorded 
tracks.  And in case it wasn’t clear from the above, this is also meant to be a comedy.   In 
justice to it, there are a couple of chuckles towards the end, as Presley’s innocuous remarks 
take on increasingly sinister double meanings to the gangsters, who still can’t make out 
whether to take him at face value or not.  But there’s a running gag about a toilet hut installed 
on the beach by Pop (and doubling as Toby’s lock-up) which just isn’t funny in the least.  
Presley motors through the film as though his mind were busy elsewhere, and delivers his 
lines in an offhand way that may have been an attempt at character-playing, but looks more 
like simple laziness  Although the film’s date is 1962, its plot, humour and tone would have 
been more in tune with 1952, if not indeed 1942. It’s a youth film without the merest hint of a 
beach-party, or teen sex, or a challenge to adult authority.  Presley’s devotion and obedience 
to his pop here is complete and unquestioning.  All in all, an odd film for him to have made. 
 
Nothing else is known of the Koon twins (not listed in The Moving Picture Boy), or of the 
vanishing Pam Ogles. 
 
See subject index under COMEDY, DIVORCE / CUSTODY BATTLES, MUSICALS, 
ORPHANS / ADOPTION, POLICE / SOCIAL WORKERS, TRIALS / COURTROOMS and 
TWINS / LOOKALIKES / SWITCHED IDENTITIES. 
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